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ABSTRACT 

We have studied theoretically and experimentally the dynamic 

behavior of a nonlinear Fabry-Perot filled with a Kerr medium. 

The Fabry-Perot responses ranging from extremely transient to 

quasi-steady~state in various modes of operation are considered. 

The experimental results are in excellent agreement with theory. 

It is shown that the quasi-steady-state operation requires not 

only a medium response time much smaller than the cavity round-

trip time, but also a characteristic time of the input intensity 

variation several hundred times larger thari the cavity round-trip 

time. Even in the quasi-steady-state limit, optical switching is 

often featured by overshoot and ringing after switching. The 

switching speed is limited by the cavity buildup time. 
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I. Introduction 

Recently, there has been growing interest in the phys.ical understand-

, 1 
ing and possible applications of nonlinear Fabry-Perot (FP). Seidel and 

Szoke et a1. first proposed the use ofa nonlinear absorbing FP for opti- ,,J 

2 cal limiting, discriminator, and bistable operations. Later, McCall and 

coworkers successfully demonstrated such operations with sodium vapor or 

3 ruby as the nonlinear medium in the FP cavity. They noticed, however, 

that their observations were actually dominated by the field-induced re-

fractive index rather than the nonlinear absorption. Detailed theory of 

the steady-state operation of a nonlinear FP filled with a purely refrac-

4 tive medium has already been worked out by Felber and Marburger. More 

recently, various research groups have proposed and developed schemes that 

could lead to miniature nonlinear FP for applications in integrated opti-

5 cal circuits. Even mirrorless and integrated optical bistable devices 

6 have been demonstrated. Theoretically, optical bistability has been dis-

7 
cussed using analog to phase transition. The quantum statistical proper-

ties and the spectrum of transmitted light of a bistable resonator have 

8 also been investigated • 

. While the steady-state operation of a nonlinear .FP is now well under-

stood, little attention, so far, has been paid to the dynamic behavior of 

a nonlinear FP. In the practical design of a nonlinear FP as an optical 

device, however, questions relating to the transient characteristics of 

the device, switching speed, etc. are clearly very important. We have re-

cently reported the preliminary results 'of our theoretical and experimen-

tal study of the transient behavior of a nonlinear FP filled with a Kerr 

9 liquid. In this paper, we now; give a complete theoretical analysis on 
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how the nonlinear FP behaves in its·operation from the extremely transient 

case to the quasi-steady-state case as different characteristic parameters 

10 are varied. We also show experimentally that our results obtained ,with 

an FP filled with various Kerr media (liquid crystal, nitrobenzene, and 

CSz) are in excellent agreement with .the theoretical calculations. 

We first review in Sec. II the-theoretical formalism. We then des-

cribe, in Sec. III, the,experimental arrangement and present, in Sec. IV, 

the experiment~l results in comparison with the theoretical calculations. 

In Sec. V, we extend the theoretical calculation.s of the bistable opera-

tion to the case with an ideal saw-tooth input pulse in order to discuss 

the transient operation characteristics of the nqnlinear FP more fully. 

We consider, in particular, the dependence of switching speed and ringing 

in the output on the various characteristic parameters. Finally, we dis- . 

cuss qualitatively the effect of transient response on the observed beha-

vior of the nonlinear FP reported by others. 

II. Theoretical Formalism9 

We consider an FP cavity filled with a Kerr medium. We assume that 

the field-induced refractive index 6n in the Kerr medium affects only the 

phase but not the amplitude of the field inside the cavity. Then, in the 

plane wave approximation with an input field Ein(t) = &i(t)exp(-iwt), the 

transmitted output field is 

i E
Q) m U (t, t- (m+la) t

R
) 

·E t'(t) = Te- wt 0 ( 1) ou °i t - (m + ~)tR Rae 
m=O 

-iwt ~ ~ m iH t, t- (m+la) t R) 
= Te ~ ~ 6&.nR e 

t=O m=O ~~ a 
(1) 
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IX) 

where & i (t - (m + ~)tR) = L 6& iR. with 6& iR. .;, & i (t - (1 + ~)ti-
. 1=m 

&i(t - (1 ~ ~)tR)' 1 and m are positive integers, tR is the cavity round 

trip time, R = R exp(- ad), a is the attenuation coefficient in the cav
a 

ity, d is the cavity length, Rand Tare the mirror reflection and trans-

mission. coefficients respectively, and ~(t, t (m +~)tR) is the phase 

increment of the field eqtering the cavity att - (m + ~)t and leaving , R 

the cavity at t.If the variation of the field is small in t
R

, then Eq. 

(1) can be approximated by 

i 
[

t( d ) mmax m iHt.t-(~)tR) 
= Te- ~t dt' 'i(t') , L. Rae dt' 

-IX) ,m=O 

with mmax being an integer closest to but smaller than (t - t') / t
R

• 

The phase increment ~ is given by 

(2) 

= t (w/c){id[no + 6n(t - (1 + ~)tR + (c!no)z, z)]dz 
1=0 0 , 

m 10 , + L (w/c) '. [n + 6n(t ...: 1tR + (c/n)Cd -
1=1 d' 0, . '0 

Z)'Z)ldzj 

(3) 

Ass1.lming the variation of 6n in a round trip timet
R 

is'negligible, we 

can write 

m 
~ (m + ~)4> +~. 64>(t) + L 64>(.t -, R.tR) 

o 1=1 
(4) 

where 4>0 = (w/c)2nod and 64>(t) = (w/c) j'6n(t, z)dz. The spatial varia-, 

tion of 6n arises from the interference of the forward and backward pro-

pagating waves in the cavity. It is sinusoidal and is therefore averaged 

'''' 
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ou~ in the round-trip integral of 64l. For Kerr liquids, 6n and hence M 

obey the Oebye relaxation equation, namely, 

(5) 

where TO is the Oebye relaxation time, and, <SnF and onB are the quasi~steady

state field-induced refractive indices seen by the forward and backward 

propagating waves EF and EB inside the cavity respectively. Since the 

field-induced polarization in the medium is p~~i = (no /21T)n2 (IEF I
2 + IEBI2) 

x EF,B,we have 6nF,B 

tion (5) then becomes 

= (3) - ~ I - 12_ I 12 (21T/no)3PF,B/3EF,B - 2n2 EF,B' + n2 EB,F • Equa-

(6) 

The fields inside the c,avity are related to Eb -IE 12 = n TIE 12 out, y. out 0 F .-

noTIEBI2/R. Equation (6) can be written in the integral form as 

(7) 

The coupled set of equations (i)" (4), arid (7) -now fully describe the 

dynamical property of the nonlinear FP. They can be, solved numerically on 

a computer using iterative, self-consistent loops. A number of examples 

will be shown in the following sections. When the characteristic time T 
c 

of the input intensity variation is much larger than LO and t
R

, the opera

tion of the FP should become quasi-steady.,-state. As expected, Eq. (1) 

then redu_ces to the well-known result 
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E = TE. exp[i(~ + 6~)/2]/[l - R exp(H+ i6~)] 
Oli·t 1n 0 . (l . 0 

(8) 

andEq. (7) becomes 

'. 2 
[3wdn2(l + R)/n cT]IEI 

. 0 out 
(9) 

In later sections, we shall discuss how large Tc should be relative to Tn 

and tR in order to assure thequasi-steady-state operation. 

III. Experimental Arrangement 

There are three important time constants in the problem: the charac-

teristic time of input intensity variation T ,the mediuni response time 
c . . 

Tn' and the cavity round-trip timet
R 

(or the cavity builduptimeT
c 

de-

fined as T= tRIll - R exp(i~ )1). In our experiment, the input to the c (l 0 

FP was a laser pulse; so we can use the pulsewidthT . as the characteris-
. p 

tic time Tc. With the Kerr medium in theFP, Tn is the bebye relaxation 

time. We wanted to consider in our experiment cases ranging from Tn ~ 

Tp > tR to Tp > Tn > tR to Tn ~ Tp ~ t R, covering a wide range of the non

linear FP operation from the extremely transient to the quasi-steady-

state. In order to achieve this, we used three different Kerr media: a. 

liquid crystalline material.n-p-methoxybenzylidene-p-butylaniline (MBBA) 

in the· isotropic phase, nitrobenzene, and CS
2

. B.ecause of it.s pretransi- :" 

tional behavior, MBBA has a relaxation time Tn whi,ch can be easily'varied 

11 by temperature. Corresponding to a temperature variation from 65°C to 

45°C, Tn of MBBA varies from 15 to 174 nsec. Then, for nitrobenzene and 

CS2 , we have Tn = 45 psec and 2 psec at 20°C respectively. We also used 
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two single-mode Q-switched ruby lasers with different pulsewidths, T = 14 
p 

nsec and 62 nsec (FWHM) respectively .. Both laser beams had a Gaussian 

beam profile with "a radius of -- 0.15 cm'at the entrance of theFP. 

Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. L . TheFP cavity was formed 

by two "A/200 plane mirrors with R = 0.98 separated by d = 1 cm. It was 

filled with one of the Kerr liquids and placed in a, thermally controlled 

oven. The temperature of the FP could 'be:'stab,il;lzedto ~ithinlO-3°C. 

The linear round-trip phase shift cfJ in the. cavity was meas~red by an Re-o '. , . 

Ne laser beam and then modified to its value at the ruby laser frequency 

through calibration. For coarse adjustment of cfJo,the. FP was mechanically 

tuned, and for fine adj ustment, thermally tuned. Because of. the small at-

tenuation loss due to scattering and 'absorption in the three Kerr liquids 

we used, the effective mirror reflectivity at the ruby, laser frequency was 

R '" 0.78. The experimentally determined finesse'of the FP was l3~ Input ex 

and output laser pulses at the FP were measured by fast photodiodes and 

displayed.on two simultaneously triggered Tektronix 519 oscilloscopes. 

The input laser power was always kept well below the self-focusing thresh

old in the Kerr medium. Absolute laser int:ens'ities were obtained by mea-

suring the laser power, the beam cross-section, ,and the .b~am divergence 

at the entrance of the FP. The measured peak 'laser intensities were ac-

curate to within 15%. 

IV. Experimental Results and Comparison to Theory 

Our measurements with different pulse intensities were made at FP 

phase detunings ~cfJ = 0, - 0.1 TI, and - 0.2 TI rad (cfJ = ~cfJ + multiple of o . 0 0 

2 TI). These values of ~cfJ were chosen such that the steady-state opera
o 
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tion of the nonlin~ar FP are in three different distinct modes, e.g., the 

power limiter, the differential gain, and the bistable mode respectively. 

Figure 2 shows three typical examples for·each value of ~<p. The dots are 
o 

obtained from the measured oscilloscope traces. The plots on the right-

hand side of the figure give I versus Ii with time t as the varying out n _ 

parameter. The solid curves are.the theoretical curves. We first fit the 

measured I. (t) by a Gaussian pulse. Then, using Eqs. (1), (3), and (7), 
1n 

we calculated I . (t) and ~Ht). The self-consistent calculation was car
out 

ried out with the difference of ~<P between two final successive iteration 
o 

steps less than 1 milliradian. One normalization constant was used to fit 

the peak of I(t) in Fig. 2(a), and then, the same normalization con-
~t . '. 

stant was used for calculating I (t) and liHt) in.Figs. 2(b) and (d. out . 

Furthermore, the calculated Iout(t) also took into account the response 

time of the detector system through convolution with the detector response 

function. The same procedure was taken in calculating the curves in Figs. 

3-8. In·all cases, we find excellent 'agreement between theory andexperi-

mente 

Figures 2-8 show progressively ho~ Iout(t),M(t),and Iout(t) versus 

Iin(t) vary when the molecular relaxationtimet'n decreases from Tn'}> Tp }> 

tR to Tn -< tR -< Tp. When Tn ~ tp (Figs. 2-5), the c~rves of ~<I>(t) show 

clearly the transient response of the medium to the cavity field, but when 

Tn -<tp (Figs. 6-8), the medium respond~ to the field almost instantaneous-v 

ly, and ~H t) becomes essenti~111y proportional to I' (t) . The variation . . '. out 

from the transient to the quasi-steady-state operqtion of the FP can also 

be easily seen in Figs. 2-8. In ·the power limiter mode (M= 0), I . a out 

VB. lin first appears asa loop in the transient cas.e, and gradually 
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shrinks to a line as the operation becomes less and less transient. In 

the differential gain mode (L\~ = - 0.1 1T rad.), a similar but mbre easily 
o 

visualized tr,ansformation takes place with I" 'vs. I. eventually showing . out 1n 

the S-type characteristic curve in the quasi-steady'-state limit. The bi

stable mode of operation (L\~o = - 0.2 1T rad.) displays, the transition from 

transient to quasi-steady-state most dramatically. In the transient limit 

(Figs. 2 (c) and 3 (c», I vs. 1. is also in the form of a loop, even 
out 1n 

though the circulation around the loop is counter-clockwise,opposite to 

that appearing in the power limiter and differen·tial gain cases. Then, it 

begins to appear like a hysteresis loop in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c), and final.., 

ly transforms into such a loop towards the,quasi-steady-state limit in 

Figs. 6(c)-8(c). 

We notice that even in Figs. 6 and 7, with T ltD = 310 and 7000 re-
, ,p 

spectively, the curves exhibit some transient.characteristics. This is 

because in these two cases even though the, material response can be con-

sidered as instantaneous, TpltR = 140 is not large enough so that the cav

ity field buildup is still somewhat, transient'. With a longer input las,er 

pulse in Fig. 8 corresponding to TpltR= 620, the transient effect is 

clearly reduced. Even in the quasi-steady-state, the optical switching of 

the bistable operation mode occuring in a time'cbmparable to tR would show 

some transient phenomenon in the form of overshoot and ringing. 9 In our 

experimental observation, however, they are partially masked by the slow 

response of our detection system. The overshoot' and ringing effects could 

be important in the applications of fast optical switching. We shall 

the·refore discuss theoretically these effects as well as the switching 

speed in the next section. 
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. V. Dynamic Behavior of Optical Bistability 

In order to exhibit more. clearly the transientchB:racteristics.of the 
. . 

bistable operation, we also performed theoretical calculations using a tri-

angular input pulse. The results are shown in· Figs.·9...,.11 with the de tuning 

of the FP set at .~<I> = - 0.4 1T. In Fig.' 9, Three different values of T 
o P 

(250 t R, 100 t
R

, and 50 t R) are used while the other parameters such as the 

Debye relaxation time Tn (= 0.01 tR,) ~ th~ mirror reflectivity R. (= 70%), 

and the inptit. peak intensity lin (normali.zed to 1) are. kept constant. 

Since we have Tp > tR ~ TD' the medium response in this case is essential-'

ly instantaneous •.. Th~ transient· effect therefore arises from the finite 
. . 

time required for the cavity fieid.builduP.·As.sh~wn in Fig. 9, the tran-

sient effect in the· sense of slowing down of ·the. switching speed is quite 

obvious even at TpltR = 100 and only becomes.oeglig:tble when· lpltR ~ 250. 

Then, the overshoot and ringing after switching are'also more clearly dis-

played with longer ringing periods in the more transient cases. Physical-
. ..' 

ly, overshoot and ringing after' switching can be easily understood. As is 

well known, field in a resonant cavity cannot make sudden finite changes. 
. .": - '. . 

It has to approach the final value through interfere~c~~f multiple reflec-

tions . When the finesse (or the Q factor) of the cavity is sufficiently 

large, we have then the underdamped and ringing $itu8..tion. We also ~xpect 

to have more ringing in a cavity with a larger finesse. . In the quasi

steady-state with T ~ t ~ T , the 'rih~irig should be over in roughly two 
p R. D 

cavity buildup times (T). If we consider optical switching as completed. 
C 

when the ringing is over, then the switching time is limited by a few T 
c 

even in the quasi-steady-state operation. 

In Fig.lO, we show the effect of the finite mediUm response time on 

• 
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the switching behavior. Three examples'are given with Tn = 0.01 t R, 2.5 

t
R

, and 25 tR and the other parameters kept constant. Clearly, even when 

T /-r = iOo, the transient switching characteristiG in the form of slow 
p n 

switching and ringing is still obvious. This is'mainly because Tn ~ tR 

so that, the material response slows down·thec'aivtyf;Leldbu:Lldup.There-

fore, the quasi-steady-state case is expected to s~tin~nly when ,Tn <tR 

and T/Tn ~ 250. 

In the quasi-steady-state limit where Tp ~'tR ~ Tn.' the reflectivity 

of theFP mirrors will finally set the s~itching speed and affect over-

shoot and ringing. We show the effect of mirror reflectivity in Fig. 11. 

,AS seen in the figure, lower mirror reflectivity slo¥s down the, switching 

speed and damps out the overshoot and ringing~ The'~pparent1y slower 

switching is due to the smoother and broader FP transmission curve at low-

er R, while the stronger damping on the ringing arises from the lower fi-

nesse of the cavity. 

From the'above results, we can therefore conclude that in order to 
, ' 

have a sharp optical switching, w~need a cavity with a higher finesse, 

but then overshoot and ringing after switching will be more obvious. The 

switching speed is fastest in the quasi-steady-st~te limit (T '~tR ~ T ) 
P 'D 

and is limited by the cavity buildup time. 

The theoretical discussion here can.be qualitatively extended to the 

experimental observations reported by others ,. although the equation govern-

ing the material response may be different, in different cases. For example, 

Smith et a1. 5 used a nonlinear FP in which the nonlinear phase shift was 

provided by an electro-optical crystal driveri by the transmitted or reflect-

ed light. In that case, the material response was dominated by the re-
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sponse time T :: 1 nsec of the electronic feedback system, Le., TF plays 
F 

, . 
the role of Tn. Using Tn == TF = 1 nsec, tR :: 1 nsec" Ra :: 63%, and T ~ 

P 
. ' 

tR -- Tn in ~ur calculation, we can actually obtain a set of lout versus 

1. curves for the various modes of opera;ion (cor'responding to different 
1n 

tl4> ) very similar to what Smith et a1. ha~e. observed. ' 
o 

Grischko~sky12 has studied the bistable mode of operation of a nonli-

near FP filled with Rb vapor. The characteristic para:m~ters in his case ' 

are tR = 30 

rad. Since 

psec, Tn == 200 psec~ Tp = 7nsec, Ra = 0.7,3, and tl4>o = - 0.24 

Tn > tR' even though TpltR = 230,> 1, the transient response of 

the FP'should be quite obvious. The output should resemble the I curve 
Ol,lt 

in Fig .. 10Cc) . An actual calculation takirig into' accotint the finite re

sponse time ( ...... 1 nS,ec) of the detection system arid the true input pulse-

shape can, in fact reproduce the observed I ." (t) quite well. 
,-,out" 

Overshoot and ringing in optical switching ofa FP,has been men-

tionedby Smith. They can, in fact, alsohe,seen:inthe bistable opera-

f h 1 " 6 tion 0 ,t e mirror ess feedback scheme as reported byF~ldman. 

VI. 'Conclus ion 

We have presented here the results of a'detailed theoretical and ex-

perimental study of the dynamic behavior ,of a·nonl:l.~ear ,FP filled with a 

Kerr medium. The three modes of operation, namely ,power limiter, siiffer-

ential g'ain, and optical bistability, ar.e considered.' The experimental 
. : . 

,results covering a wide range from the e}{ttemely transient to the quasi-

steady-state case are all in'excellent agreement with theory . .We show 

that in order to have quasi-steady':'stai::e operaticin,thecharacteristic 
, ' 

time of the input intensity variation must be, several hundred times the 

cavity round-trip time which should in turn "be larger than the ma-

.' 
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terial response time. Even in thequasi-steady-state limit, optical switch-

ing in the bistable mode of operation is still often char,acterized by over-

shoot and ringing as the cavity fiel,d mClkesunderdamped adjustment from 

its initial value to the final value. The; optical switchin'g speed is 

then limited by the cavity buildup time. Switching is less sharp and 

ringing is more highly damped if the FP. cavity has a"lO\~er finesse. Al

though 'our theoretical calculation is restriC::.ted to FP with a Kerr medium, 

the results are still valid in a qualitative sense for the other types of , 

nonlinear Fabry-Perot • 
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Figure Captions 

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. P: polarizer; BS: 

beamsplitters; L: lense; M:movable mirror; TS: telescope; PD: 

photodiode; PM: photomultiplier. 

Ii (t), I (t), 6.(t), and Ivs. 11"n for tR < Tp < TD with n out out 

tR = 0.11 nsec,Tp = l4nsec, and TD = 145 nsec. The FP cavity 

is filled with MBBA. The curves are calculated from Eqs.(l), 

(4), and (7), while the dots are obtained from measurements. 

Three modes of operation are presented here, Ca) . power limiter, 

(b) differential gain, and (c)bistability. 

t < T < T with t = 0.11 nsec, t = 62 nsec, and TD = 145 nsec. R p"D' R p. 

Others are the same as Fig. 2. 

t < T ~ T with t = O.llnsec, T = 14 nsec,and TD = .15 nsec. R p D R p-

Others are the same as in Fig. 2. 

t < T < T with tR = 0.11 nsec, T 62nsec, and TD = 15 nsec. 
R D P P 

Others are the same as Fig.' 2. 

t < t < T with t = 0.10 nsec, T, = 14 nsec, and TD =' 45 psee. D R P Rp_ 

The FP eavHy is filled with nitrobenzene. Others are the same 

as in Fig. 2. 

Tn < tR < Tp with tR = 0.11 nsee, Tp = 14 nsee, and TD = 2 psee. 

The FP cavity is filled with CS
2

• Others are·the same as in Fig. 

2. 

TD <tR< Tp with tR = 0.11 rtsee, Tp ,= 62 nsee, and TD = 2. psee. 

The FP cavity is filled with CS2 .. Others are the same as in Fig. 

2. 

I" (t), I (t), and Ivs. I . of the bistable mode of opera-1n out . out in 

• 
... 

'0. 
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tion calculated for three different pu1s'e durations 'r with ~cp , 
p 0 

- 0.4 1f, 'n = 0.01 t R, Ra =70%', and the normalized input peak 

intensity kept constant. Note the d{fferent time scales in the 

'. figures on the left. 

Fig. 10 I. (t), I (t), and I vs. 1. of the bistable mode of opera-1n out out 1n 

tion for three different molecular relaxation times 'n with M = . 0 

- 0.4 1f, 'p = 250 t
R

, Ra = 70%, and the input peak intensity kept 

constant. 

Fig. 11 Ii (t), I (t), and I "s. 'I. of the bista1he mode of opera-n. out out 1n 

tion for three different effective mirror reflectivities R with . , a 

~4>0 = - 0.4 1f, 'n = 0.01 t R, Tp=2S0 t R, and the input peak inten-

sity kept constant. 
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